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President-elect Joe Biden outlined the priorities of a newly created Covid-19 advisory council that will develop his administration's response to the pandemic. Photo: FoxPalantir Technologies shares soared after reports that star money manager Cathie Woods ARK Next Generation Internet ETF bought 497,100 shares of the data analytics software provider. It
has soared by 186% since its IPO in September amid investor euphoria for young software companies. Ark Next Generation was recently trading at USD 158.10, down 1.04%, but has risen 152% in the past year and has bet on hot tech stocks such as Tesla (9.92% of assets), Roku (5.78% of assets) and Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (4.65% of assets). Tech
stocks could come under pressure if President-elect Joe Biden's stimulus program prevails in the U.S. economy. Who suits you best? Get matches now. 51% Women 49% Men.Investor's Business DailyThe Dow Jones slipped lower amid fears Joe Biden's massive stimulus program could lead to higher interest rates or tax increases. GM shares reversed.
Raymond James strategist Tavis McCourt is monitoring the markets with a view to the main opportunity and sees both risks and opportunities under current market conditions. The opportunity, in his view, comes from the obvious factors: Democrats won both seats in the Georgia Senate in the most recent runoff, giving the incoming Biden administration a
majority in both chambers of Congress – and increasing the chances of meaningful fiscal support coming into effect in the short term. More importantly, the coronavirus vaccine program is progressing, and reports show that Pfizer's vaccine, one of two U.S.-approved vaccines, is effective against the new strain of the virus. A successful vaccination program will
accelerate economic recovery and allow states to loosen lockout rules – and get people back to work. The risks also come from political and public health. House Democrats have passed articles on impeachment proceedings against President Trump, despite the imminent natural closure of his term, and this passage reduces the chances of political
reconciliation in a highly polarized environment. And while the COVID strain is accompanied by current vaccines, there is still a risk that a new strain will develop that is not covered by existing vaccines – which could re-energise the cycle of closures and economic decline. Another risk that McCourt has would be a sharp rise in inflation. He does not discount
this, but considers it unlikely that this will happen any time soon. ... Product/service inflation is just really a possibility AFTER reopenings, so the market feels a little bulletproof in the very near short term, and thus the ongoing rally, with Dems winning the GA races just extra fuel to the stimulus fire, McCourt noted. Some of McCourt's colleagues under Raymond
James James to keep these risks in mind and to base their imprimatur on strong dividend stocks. We looked at Raymond James' recent calls, and using the TipRanks database, we selected two stocks with high dividends. These buy-rated tickers bring a dividend yield of 7%, a strong drawfor investors interested in using the current good times to set up a
defensive firewall in case the risks arise. Enterprise Products Partners (EPD) We are starting in the energy sector, a business that has long been known for high cash flows and high dividends. Enterprise Products Partners is a midstream company that is part of the network that moves hydrocarbon products from drill heads to warehouses, refineries and
distribution points. Enterprise controls pipelines worth more than 50,000 miles, shipping terminals on the Texas Gulf Coast and storage facilities for 160 million barrels of oil and 14 billion cubic feet of natural gas. The company suffered from low prices and low demand in 1H20, but partially recovered in the second half of the year. Revenues turned around,
growing 27% in a row to 6.9 billion U.S. dollars in the third quarter. This figure declined over the course of the year, falling by 5.4%, but was more than 6% higher than the forecast for the third quarter. Third-quarter earnings were just below forecast, at 48 cents per share, but rose 4% over the year and 2% in a row. EPD recently announced its dividend payout
in the fourth quarter of 20 to 45 cents per common share. This is an increase from the previous payment of 44 cents and is the first increase in two years. At USD 1.80 annualized, the payment yields 7.9%. Among the cops is Raymond James' Justin Jenkins, who rates EPD a strong buy. The analyst gives the stock a price target of 26 dollars, which is an
increase of 15% over the current level. (To see Jenkins' track record, click here) Jenkins supported his bullish stance, noting that in our view, EPD's unique combination of integration, balance sheet strength and ROIC balance is still the best in class. We see EPD as best positioned to withstand the volatile landscape... With the footprint of EPD, demand gains,
project growth and contractually agreed ramps were intended to more than offset the headwinds of supply and reduce marketing results... It's not often that analysts all agree on one stock, so if it happens, note. The EPD's Strong Buy Consensus Rating is based on a unanimous 9 buys. The stock's average price target of USD 24.63 indicates a 9% increase
over the current from USD 22.65. (See EPD Stock Analysis on TipRanks) AT&amp;T, Inc. (T) AT&amp;T is one of the market's most recognizable stocks. The company has a long-standing membership of the S&amp;P 500 and has a reputation as one of the best dividend payers on the stock market. AT&amp;T is a true large-cap industry giant with a market
capitalization of USD 208 billion and the largest network of mobile and landline telephone services in the United States. acquisition of TimeWarner (now WarnerMedia) in a running between 2016 and 2018, has given the company a large stake in the streaming business for mobile content. AT&amp;T reported declines in sales and earnings in 2020 under
pressure from the Corona pandemic, but the decline was moderate as the same pandemic also put a premium on telecommunications and network systems that tended to support AT&amp;T's business. Revenues in the third quarter of 20 were 5% lower than in the same quarter of the previous year, at USD 42.3 billion. On a positive note, free cash flow rose
to 12.1 billion U.S. dollars from 11.4 billion U.S. dollars, and the company reported a net profit of 5.5 million new subscribers. Subscriber growth was driven by the new 5G network expansion– and premium content services. The company has maintained its reputation as a dividend champion and issued its final dividend statement for payment in February
2021. The payment is the fifth consecutive year of payment at 52 per common share, and is valued at USD 2.08, representing a return of 7.2%. By comparison, the average dividend among tech industry companies is just 0.9%. AT&amp;T has held its dividend strongly over the past 12 years. Raymond James analyst Frank Louthan sees AT&amp;T as a
classic defensive value stock, describing T's current state as one with the bad news that has baked in. [We] believe there may be more in the next 12 months than can get worse for AT&amp;T. Throw in the fact that stocks are sharply shortened, and we believe this is a recipe for upward trends. Big cap value names are hard to reach, and we think investors
who can wait a few months for a medium reversal while including a 7% return should be rewarded for buying AT&amp;T at current levels, Louthan said. In line with these comments, Louthan rated T an outperform (i.e. buy), and its price target of 32 dollars implies room for 10% growth of current levels. (To see Louthan's track record, click here) What does the
rest of the street think? Looking at the consensus breakdown, the opinions of other analysts are more widely distributed. 7 buy ratings, 6 holds and 2 sells give a moderate buy consensus. In addition, the average price target of USD 31.54 indicates an upside potential of 9%. (See AT&amp;T Stock Analysis on TipRanks) To find good ideas for dividend stocks
that are traded at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stocks to Buy, a newly introduced tool that combines all the stock insights of TipRanks. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are solely those of the The content is for informational purposes only. It is very important to make your own analysis before you make an investment. The
Business Daily of investorsSome of the dead's shares are now billion-dollar thanks to the rally in the S&amp;P 500 and other indices. Experts approach a quantum advantage with unimaginable computing power that could unleash the true potential of machine learningThis daughter writes: My conscience is getting better and better And I want to be transparent
when it comes to being a co-owner of this savings account. The idea that value shares are finally awakening after a decades-long slumber is almost a joke in financial circles. What vanguard's perspective sees, at least somewhat differently, is that his model suggests that investors are right, at least until recent years, to shy away from value stocks. Our
research shows that there is a premium in value and that the recent outperformance of growth stocks can be partly explained by the decline in long-term inflation rates and the lack of material acceleration in earnings growth over the past decade, the company said. At a time when millions of people are strapped for money and counting on their income tax
refund or a stimulus check, they have to wait a little longer before they can file their taxes. February 12 marks the first date on which the Internal Revenue Service begins accepting and processing returns. Tax season began on January 27 last year. Ad•PSLWhy this ad? The euro-dollar exchange rate has fallen back to 1.10 in the course of the 2020 decline,
but weakness is likely to be in the short termThe major US stock indexes are hovering around all-time highs, and one question that often arises these days is whether the valuations of some companies might be overstretched. However, some operate at the other end of the spectrum and could offer investors untapped opportunities. H.C. Wainwright analyst
Ram Selvaraju points to Sorrento Therapeutics (SRNE) as such a company. Selvaraju values SRNE a Buy together with a price target of 30 dollars, which implies an increase of 275% over the current level. (To see Selvaraju's track record, click here) So what is behind the optimistic outlook? Well, for starters, Sorrento is involved in two cell-based
immunotherapy companies that could boost the value of Sorrento's shares in the coming months. One of them is Celularity, a clinical cell therapeutics company that focuses on cell drugs for cancer, infectious diseases and degenerative diseases. Celularity is expected to go public later this year through an SPAC merger with GX Acquisition Corp. The
combined entity's equity value after the deal closes will be around US 1.7 billion US dollars. Selvaraju estimates that Sorrento's position in the 200-million-dollar region should be worth it. The second company is NantKwest, which recently signed a merger agreement with ImmunityBio. The transaction is expected to be completed in 1H21. Sorrento holds
around 8.2 shares of the Clinical Immunotherapy Company. These are currently worth around USD 121 million, which is the latest share price of NantKwest. In addition, the analyst highlights Sorrento's burgeoning portfolio of assets spanning three different therapeutic areas (non-opioid pain management, oncology, and COVID-19). In In On the Covid 19 front
alone, Sorrento has taken a broad approach and has a long list of diagnostic, prophylactic and therapeutic offerings in the pipeline, with updates that are likely to come quickly and furiously. This includes two quick detection tests; COVI-STIX, for which the company applied for an emergency permit (EEA) in the US in December, and COVI-TRACE, which
Selvaraju says could be useful at any mass gathering. We believe that the incentive to facilitate the large-scale and indeed ubiquitous use of the COVI-TRACE test is extremely high and that governments around the world could try to implement this in their respective regions, the 5-star analyst said. Other Covid-19 candidates are COVIGUARD - a SARS-CoV-
2 neutralizing antibody, COVI-AMG - an affinity-ready version of the COVIGUARD neutralization antibody, a neutralizing antibody cocktail called COVI-SHIELD and COVIDTRAP, an ACE2 receptor decoy designed to mimic the mammalian ACE2 receptor, which is the primary portal for the SARS-CoV-2 It was relatively quiet when it comes to other analyst
activity. In the last three months, only two analysts have issued ratings. However, since they were both buys, the word on the street is that SRNE is a moderate purchase. Based on the average price target of US25.50 US dollars, the shares could climb 219% higher over the next twelve months. (See SRNE Stock Analysis on TipRanks) To find good ideas for
trading health stocks at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stocks to Buy, a newly introduced tool that combines all the stock insights of TipRanks. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are solely those of the featured analyst. The content is for informational purposes only. It's very important to make your own analysis before you make an
investment.Q.: To reduce the death tax on my estate, if I put my Roth IRA into an irrevocable trust now and after my spouse and I four years later, do my children have six or ten years to invest all the money before they have to dispose of the Roth money from the trust under the new rules of the SECURE Act 2019? A.: John, you can't trust a Roth IRA while
you're alive. You can withdraw the assets in the Roth IRA from the Roth IRA and then deposit them into the trust, but trusts can only own Roth IRAs as in-house Roth IRAs. Four things could make the rational bubble pop in stocks, says Mohamed El-Erian – even if they probably won't happen now. Analysts' top stocks are up for sale in the first quarter. The
S&amp;P 500 closed at all-time highs in 2020 optimism about additional government stimulus measures and a possible global economic recovery in 2021. Off. Growth rate will increase as soon as the economy reopens. (Bloomberg) -- U.S. stock futures fell and erased early gains as investors assessed the details of President-elect Joe Biden's 1.9 trillion-
dollar spending proposal, which includes 350 billion dollars in aid to states. The S&amp;P 500 index lost 0.4% to 11:36 .m in London. The underlying index lost 0.4% in the cash session, with investors increasingly concerned about the path way for usthe Federal Reserve's policy, now that signs of faster inflation are emerging. In Europe, the Stoxx Europe 600
index followed with a decline of up to 0.7%, dragising down, drags down energy and mining stocks. The health care sector performed better and was the only industrial group that was firmly in the green. The Fed's generosity and previous spending packages, worth nearly 3 trillion dollars, boosted U.S. stocks by 70 percent in March. Biden's plan -- which has
long been telegraphed since his election in November -- is more than double the package approved at the end of December, and suggests sending 1,400 dollars to qualified people. It also calls for an increase in the federal minimum wage to 15 dollars an hour. U.S. stocks have hit record highs since the vaccination approvals and Biden's election in
November. His agenda, including ambitious aid and a follow-up plan for projects like infrastructure, received a boost January 5 when Democrats won control of the Senate. Vice President Kamala Harris' vote should help seal Democratic victories on issues that require a simple majority to pass in the evenly divided upper house. Biden's proposals, including
state aid and health care money, are likely to require 60 votes, which seems difficult to achieve. Given Republicans' dislike of state aid, Biden's bipartisan hopes are immediately tested, Jeffrey Halley, senior market analyst at Oanda Asia Pacific Pte., wrote in a statement. And that's before the remake America bills get away with the near-certain tax increases.
Record surgeins in equities have stretched valuations to levels not seen in two decades, triggering warnings of a bubble that will lead to a rapid sell-off. Investors have so far tolerated it because Biden has promised to increase spending not only on direct aid, but also on fighting the virus and the roles of vaccines. His bill foresees 20 billion dollars for a
national vaccine program and 50 billion dollars for the expansion of the before. Signs of foam, however, are abundant. In a note titled This Is Ludicrous, Bespoke Investment Group summed up the latest action. It cited 59 U.S.-listed stocks traded at prices that are more than 10 times sales and have more than doubled in the past three months. Stocks currently
in this category have risen 760% since March and have a combined market capitalisation of USD 320 billion, according to George Pearkes, global global Strategist in the company. Stimulus will always be net positive for short-term growth and profits, but the question is always how much is already priced in, said Dan Suzuki, deputy chief investment officer at
Richard Bernstein Advisors. There is more room for stimulus to be priced in from here, but it only contributes to the cyclical recovery that is likely to take place, regardless of whether stimulus is adopted. (An earlier version of this story was corrected to reflect the size of the plan in the first paragraph.) For more articles like this, please visit us on
bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.76.4% of CFD retail accounts lose money. Stop wasting money on commissions: switch to Plus500 free trade! Investor's Business DailyWhat are the fastest growing stocks to see in 2021? Here is a list of GRWG shares, Square, Daqo and four
other stocks that expect up to 156% growth. The ESG megatrend has soared trillions of dollars over the past year. But the real boom could begin starting January 20investor's Business DailyMarijuana shares rose as a Democratic Senate adds cannabis legalization momentum. Are pot stocks good now amid profitability challenges? A number of Wall Street
investment banks have listed their top tech stocks in China for the coming year. Automakers around the world are closing assembly lines because of a global shortage of semiconductors, which in some cases has been exacerbated by the Trump administration's crackdown on key Chinese chip factories, industry officials said. The shortage, which could
energise much of the industry and last for many months, is now causing Ford Motor Co, Subaru Corp and Toyota Motor Corp to cut production in the United States. Automakers affected in other markets include Volkswagen, Nissan Motor Co Ltd and Fiat Chrysler Automobiles. For the second time in a week, the hydrogen fuel cell company Plug Power (PLUG)
had big news to report. Last week, as you may remember, it was a USD 1.5 billion alliance with the Korean SK Group to build a hydrogen economy for South Korea. This week, it's a deal to build fuel cell vans in France with local partner Renault -- and while Plug didn't put a price tag on it, investors still cheered like crazy, sending plug shares up more than
22% in one day. Plug announced on Tuesday that it has signed a memorandum of understanding with the French carmaker. In addition, the Interest in establishing a 50-50 joint venture within the next six months to provide customers in France with turnkey fuel cell solutions with hydrogen fuel, refueling infrastructure and services -- and to conquer 30% of the
market for light fuel cell-powered commercial vehicles in the country. Renault will provide the automotive manufacturing capacity, and Plug will the fuel cell systems to zoom them! to let go. Plug will also manufacture hydrogen refuelling systems to refuel the vans on the road. Shareholders weren't the only ones to rejoice at Plug Power's announcement, and
analyst Christopher Souther of B. Riley quickly crashed out of a note that doubled to the plug-in's buy rating and raised its price target by more than 50% to 79 dollars per share. (To see Souther's track record, click here) Renault as a strong partner for Plug on the Continent, where the local market for light fuel cell-powered light commercial vehicles is
expected to grow from zero to 500,000 units by 2030. Souther raised its long-range forecast for Plug's commercial vehicle redemption accordingly. In fact, he values the plug stock long before 2030 at 20 times its revenue forecast for the 2024 financial year. What exactly is this forecast? Souther did not immediately comment. But a share price of US79 US
dollars would mean a corporate value of just over 37 billion US dollars for plug shares, which means that the analyst sees the new relationship with Renault, which will drive Plug's 2024 sales to more than 1.8 billion dollars -- about six times more than Plug's subsequent sales of 308 million dollars. Oddly, this estimate is almost double the one billion dollars in
revenue in fiscal year 2024, which Plug itself last promised. And here's another curious thing about Souther's predictions: While Souther didn't explicitly put a figure on his 2024 forecast, Souther gave detailed guesses about what Plug will produce in the short term, and also forecast sales and full-year 2021 revenue for the full year 2020. In contrast to the
average consensus on Wall Street, where most analysts agree that Plug may have made a turnover of about .329 million dollars last year, Souther believes that the company's revenue was only 291 million U.S. dollars. Similarly, consensus estimates for fiscal 2021 are '444 million -- but Souther sees only 419 million dollars. Well, as the analyst goes from
predicting disappointing results for two straight years to predict sales twice as much as Plug itself promises in just three years is not entirely clear. And why he recommends investors buy plug before what he says are likely sales disappointments is similarly opaque. Then again, as Souther himself laments, no matter how expensive plug stock becomes, it's
hard to fight the secular tailwind. So, that's B. Riley's view, what does the street have in mind? The current outlook offers a On the one hand, based on 10 buys and 1 hold, the stock has a strong buy-consensus rating. However, after such a recent surge, analysts expect equities to cool and expect a downturn of 18% from the current level. (See PLUG stock
analysis on TipRanks) To find good ideas for stock trading at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stocks to Buy, a newly introduced tool that combines all the stock insights of TipRanks. Combines. The opinions expressed in this article are solely those of the featured analyst. The content is for informational purposes only. It is very important to make your
own analysis before you make an investment. Investor DailyVirgin Galactic and other space stocks jumped on thursday on hopes of a new exchange-traded fund. Fund.
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